Abstract: Semicontinuous seeded emulsion copolymerizations, using 5 different types of feeding profiles of comonomers (styrene/butyl acrylate, S/BA) were carried out, to vary in a gradual manner the composition of the copolymer chains formed throughout the reactions (gradient composition copolymer, GCC). For comparison, equivalent core-shell type polymeric materials were synthesized in two stages (T-S). In all reactions, the S/BA global mass ratio was: 70/30. To estimate the weight composition distribution (WCD) of the copolymer chains, the cumulative styrene content in the polymer mass was followed throughout the reaction ( 1 H-NMR). Average molecular weights were determined using SEC. The differences in mechanical performance were established, carrying out a mechanodynamic (DMA), and mechanostatic characterization (stress-strain at several temperatures and, Izod testing). The area under the loss modulus curve (LA) was correlated with Izod impact strength, showing the damping superiority of the GCCs over the T-S material. At all tested temperatures (between 25 and 70 °C), the GCC materials exhibited yielding and plastic deformation, while the T-S material presented brittle fracture in that temperature interval. The WCDs were used to elucidate the differences in mechanical behaviour among GCC materials. The feeding profile variation in combination with the WCD analysis represents a novel methodology to produce tailor made copolymers.
Introduction
Searching for properties optimization, two-component polymers have been prepared through several decades, using different types of polymerization reactions and processes, to obtain blends, as well as, copolymeric materials with different characteristics. Among blends, interpenetrating polymer networks (IPNs) with uniform composition have shown their utility in different applications [1] . However, with IPNs possessing an adequate spatial gradient in composition, a superior mechanical performance has been demonstrated [2] [3] [4] . The gradient polymer concept has also been applied to obtain materials with a gradient in different properties, i.e.: transport [5, 6] , hydrophilicity [7] , ion exchange capability [8] , etc.
With a different approach, using a controlled radical copolymerization scheme, the first complete experimental report for the synthesis of materials that have been named gradient copolymers, is attributed to Matyjaszewski et al. [9] . They reported the introduction of gradient blocks in copolymer chains to study mechanical properties. Afterwards, Min et al. [10] reported a miniemulsion process via atom transfer radical polymerization, finding similar composition gradients in bulk and miniemulsión. In that type of copolymers, a gradient in mers (A and B) content is reported along individual chains. In some other studies of gradient copolymers, variations in controlled radical polymerization were reported [11, 12] ; besides, other authors have focused their studies on morphology, looking for phase segregation [13, 14] . However, mechanical properties reports on gradient copolymers are very limited [9, 15] , probably because by the synthesis methods used (i.e. essay tube level), a limited amount of polymer mass can be produced; in fact, at this moment, that type of polymerization has not been used at industrial level.
The mechanical superiority of gradient polymeric materials, over two-component polymers with uniform composition (either blends or copolymers), is due to the optimization of the contribution of each component. As it has been demonstrated in blends, it would be expected that synergism could also be obtained with copolymer materials, provided that they contain important amounts of copolymer chains covering a wide composition interval, including chains rich in comonomer A, as well as chains rich in comonomer B. Pursuing the synthesis of that type of copolymers, since emulsion polymerization is a procedure of great technological importance and versatility [16] [17] [18] [19] , in a first attempt we synthesized 2-ethyl hexyl acrylate/styrene copolymers varying the instantaneous composition of the copolymers being formed throughout the reaction, using a semicontinuous seeded emulsion process [20] . Such copolymer exhibited better deformation capacity than equivalent core-shell type polymers (T-S), and random copolymers (which presented poorer results than the T-S polymers), while maintaining reasonable moduli performance depending in the global copolymer composition. Such improvement in mechanical performance was attributed to covalent linkage between mers, instead of having two homopolymers (as in T-S polymers), and to present a more continuous change in composition of copolymer chains, covering a wider range of compositions than the random copolymers. The deformation capacity or energy absorption before failure of these copolymeric materials represents a potential application for materials that offer good damping. The evaluation of damping capacity has been done measuring the area under the loss modulus (G"), or tan as a function of temperature. Looking at the potential of IPN materials for sound and vibration damping, Hu et al. [21] , found that miscibility and phase continuity have a big effect in damping, and Chang et al. [22] found that, there is a linear relationship between G" and chemical composition, while for tan there is not.
The S/BA system is a moderately segregating system [23] (it has low tendency for phase separation), that involves two monomers whose homopolymers exhibit very different T g s; therefore, it is an adequate system to choose for copolymer properties optimization studies. In this work, the aim is to present a new methodology that combines the feeding profile variation in a semicontinuous emulsion process, with the estimation and analysis of the relative amount of copolymer chains allocated within a specific composition interval, along the whole composition spectrum (i.e. weight composition distribution, WCD); such composition estimation is made following the cumulative styrene content throughout the reaction, and using a mathematical procedure proposed in this work. With that approach, copolymers with a gradient in chains composition (gradient composition copolymer, GCC) can be formed, and with the WCD analysis, it is not difficult to choose under what feeding profile the mechanical properties can be optimized to enhance moduli or the combination of moduli and energy dissipation capacity.
The WCD is a very useful tool in the polymer field, because it clearly shows the composition distribution curve of the polymer bulk, allowing an easy interpretation of the final mechanical and thermal behaviour of the copolymers, which are a consequence of the groups of macromolecules with different compositions contained in the whole mass. In fact, the WCD can be estimated and used to elucidate copolymer behaviour for any synthesis method used. In that manner, to obtain the desired improvement on mechanical properties, the number of experimental reactions required to choose the appropriate feeding profile, is reduced. Thus, in this work, an extensive characterization is carried out, measuring dynamic moduli as a function of temperature, damping capacity by evaluation of the area under the loss modulus curve (LA), stress-strain at several temperatures and, Izod impact strength. To present an in depth interpretation of the structure-properties relationships, the mechanical performance of the synthesized GCC materials varying feeding profile, are discussed using their respective WCD. The GCCs performance is compared with the one presented by the T-S polymer, and themselves, to establish their potential and possible field of application.
Results and discussion
As the only difference among the synthesis procedures used to obtain the different GCC materials is the feeding profile, such profiles are presented in Figure 1 (a)-1(e), where the respective material codes are also presented. GCC materials behaviour is explained and compared in terms of the WCDs, which are presented in Figure 2 To assure that the mechanical properties of synthesized materials are not affected by their molecular weights, as in a former study [20] , the M n values were estimated for the different materials; they are presented in Table 1 . There, it can be seen that, such average values are equal or higher than 1.3 • 10 5 g/mol, which stand for a sufficient number of entanglements for the chemical system used; therefore, the mechanical properties of the materials are not affected by their average molecular weights [24] .
To explain the G' behaviour presented by the different GCC materials, their respective WCDs are shown in Figure 2 (a) and 2(b). There, it can be clearly observed that, the weight fraction of copolymer chains with styrene content higher than 95% (i.e. composition interval 95-100 wt% S; CI 95-100%) is very similar in all GCC materials, and being that polymer fraction mainly constituted by the PS seed, such chains do not contribute significantly to the differences in mechanical performance presented by the different GCC materials. Thus, concerning to the dependence of G' with temperature [ Figure 3 (a)], the curve for PS presents a high G' value up to 90°C, just before its glass transition temperature appears, showing afterwards a sharp fall. In the case of the T-S polymer, a certain decrement of the G' value in the -45 to -20°C interval can be noticed; it is due to the PBA glass transition. As temperature increases, such curve exhibits a long plateau up to approximately 70°C; resembling the PS behaviour, due to the high PS content. As it could be expected, the GCC materials show a copolymer type behaviour; all of them show a slight continuous decrement on the G' value as temperature increases, instead of showing two steps like the T-S material. Since such decrement occurs as the different copolymer chains containing BA reach their respective T g value, such
type of decrement demonstrates that, in all GCC materials: a) there is a comparatively low content of copolymer chains rich in BA and, b) the composition of copolymer chains covers practically the entire interval; that is to say, there are copolymer chains of all compositions. At temperatures below 10°C, relatively small differences in modulus (lower than 25% between the extreme G' values) can be observed among the different GCC materials.
Tab. 1. Number-average molecular weight of PS, T-S and GCC materials. For codes, see Fig. 1 .
Nevertheless, at room and higher temperatures, important differences in their respective G' values can be appreciated in Figure 3 (a). The highest G' values in the common service temperature interval (i.e. 0-40°C) correspond to the LBA material, whose curve sustains a high G' value at least up to 40°C; then, it rapidly falls, presenting a crossover point with the NLBA curve at ~60°C, continuing with an almost vertical decay to the terminal zone. Excluding the LBA material, the NLBA copolymer presents the highest G' values; at temperatures higher than 10°C, it exhibits a clear superiority over the rest of the GCC materials. In general terms, the lowest G' values were obtained with the LS material.
With respect to the WCDs of all GCC materials prepared here (globally containing 70 wt% S), although the copolymer chains are mainly grouped between 65 and 95 wt% S [ Figure 2 (a) and 2(b)], their differences in weight fraction in that composition interval cause their essential differences in the respective G' trajectories as temperature increases; those differences arise notably at temperatures higher than 10°C. The LBA material exhibited the highest accumulation of copolymer chains in that composition interval (~65 wt% of the material contains compositions in such interval); that explains their comparatively high G' values attained in the 10-60°C temperature interval. The NLBA and NLS materials accumulated a similar percentage (~57%) of copolymer chains in the composition interval considered. However, the NLBA sample accumulated a higher amount of copolymer chains that are very rich in S (i.e. CI 80-95%) than the NLS sample; the NLBA sample accumulated 31% of its total mass in such CI, and the NLS accumulated just 26%. That is the reason why the NLBA copolymer maintains higher G' values than the NLS copolymer. In addition, as the LBA material accumulated only 16 wt% of its total mass in the CI 80-95%, NLBA and NLS copolymers exhibited G' superiority over the LBA material, at temperatures higher than 65°C. Among the GCC materials, since the LS and LSLBA copolymers accumulated the lowest amounts of copolymer chains in the CI 65-95% (LS: 52 and, LSLBA: 51 wt%), in general terms, they presented the lowest performance in G'. Nevertheless, the LSLBA material contains an additional For all prepared materials, the loss modulus as a function of temperature is shown in Figure 3 (b). PS presents a low G" value until the peak that corresponds to its T g appears, while the T-S polymer presents a well defined peak for each homopolymer component (PBA and, PS), showing a low G" value (low energy dissipation capacity) between both peaks. In GCC materials, the formation of copolymer chains of different composition causes the widening of the peak(s) formed in the glass transition zone(s), where a high G" value arises (high energy dissipation capacity), until the temperature exceeds the glass transition temperatures of the correspondent copolymer chains. Since the G" value is the complement of the G' one for the complex dynamic modulus, it also depends on the WCD obtained with a particular reaction. Although, the G" curves follow irregular trajectories, defined by the amount
of chains accumulated along the copolymer composition spectrum, some general trends can then be established for G" trajectories in consonance with G'. Thus, GCC materials can also present the tendency to form two or more peaks, if there is an enough amount of chains that are grouped around a certain composition value. The ones synthesized here, either show two widened peaks, maintaining high G" between them, or present a shoulder as a tendency to form a second one. With that behaviour, they are able to present high G" values in a wide temperature interval. Considering the G" behaviour over the temperature axis for the peaks observed at low temperatures, two groups may be considered; one exhibits peaks around -10°C (LBA and NLBA materials), while the other one shows their peaks around 20°C (LS, NLS and LSLBA materials). As the CI 65-95% ("styrene rich copolymer chains") is related with high temperature behaviour, it can be expected that peaks located at room and lower temperatures are mainly determined by the copolymer chains whose compositions are at the CI 0-65%; therefore, the response of those chains is mainly determined by the BA units. Comparing the histograms in that interval [ Figure 2 (a) and 2(b)], it can be appreciated that, the distribution of the composition profiles corresponding to LBA and NLBA materials is very similar, and the WCDs corresponding to LS, NLS and LSLBA materials, are also similar among them. The similarity in WCD for members of the same GCC materials group is in agreement with the one obtained for the respective G" curves in the low temperature interval (i.e. T < 30°C). Furthermore, comparing the WCDs for LBA (from the first group) and LS (from the second group) materials, it can be noticed that, the LS material accumulated higher amounts of copolymer chains classified in the CI 0-65%, than the LBA material; that is, the LS material accumulated 37% of its mass and, the LBA just 25%. Therefore, the global content of styrene in those "LS chains" must be higher than the one in the LBA material and, consequently, the observed displacement of the peak towards comparatively higher temperatures could be expected. At high temperature, in Figure 3 (b) can be appreciated that, excepting the LBA material whose peak is clearly defined, the other GCC materials exhibit wide peaks; in fact, LS and LSLBA materials do not exhibit a maximum at high temperature, just a shoulder formation tendency in the terminal zone. The more defined peak observed in the LBA material is a consequence of the high accumulation of copolymer chains in the CI 70-80%, and the broad peaks corresponding to the other GCC materials are a consequence of the more homogeneous distribution of the composition in the CI 65-100%. The NLBA material presented a less inclined decay beyond 50°C (as it occurred in its G' curve), that can be attributed to the high amount of chains in the CI 85-95%. It is noteworthy to mention that, the G" curves of Figure 3(b) , show values that are clearly higher than the ones reported by Hu et al. [21] , for different types of core-shell and IPN materials, where several chemical systems and configuration arrangements were used, trying to obtain materials with high damping.
As energy dissipation capacity can also be evaluated by means of impact testing, and the linear relation between dynamic energy loss and impact resistance is well known, in this work, the Izod impact strength for the two-component materials was correlated with LA [25] . Such values are plotted in Fig. 4 . The whole area was considered for the evaluation, because the energy dissipation capacity is important for both, low and high temperature applications. A direct relationship between impact strength and the LA value was obtained, showing the GCC materials a clear superiority on both values (impact strength and LA) over the T-S material. Regarding the energy dissipation capacity among the GCC materials, the best performance corresponded to the NLBA material, which showed an impact strength value slightly higher than the other GCC materials and more than 40% higher than the one shown by the T-S material.
(a) (b) To fulfil the mechanostatic characterization of the synthesized materials, the correspondent stress-strain curves were determined in samples at different temperatures (25, 50 and 70°C); the results are presented in Figures 5(a)-5(c) . The PS and T-S materials responded with brittle fracture at all tested temperatures; although, as expected, the increase in temperature (between 25 and 70°C) produced decrements in ultimate stress (33% and 57% for PS and T-S, respectively), along with insignificant changes in strain. The comparison between both materials indicates that, the low interaction between the PS and PBA homopolymers in the T-S material, affects its global performance; thus, the decrement in ultimate stress was not compensated with a ductile deformation that could be expected by the PBA presence in system. As a result, the T-S material exhibits the poorest toughness. With reference to the stress-strain behaviour of GCC materials, in all curves a yield point can be observed and, as it could be expected, for a given GCC material, the yield stress decreases significantly as temperature increases. However, with respect to the yield point, the behaviour of the NLBA material is remarkable. It presented the highest yield stress value at all test temperatures, maintaining the yield strain practically unchanged in the considered temperature interval. Regarding the ultimate properties, it can be appreciated that, at 25°C [ Figure 5 (a)], the LSLBA and LS materials show a considerable plastic deformation (the respective strains at break were: 27 and 23%), while the highest rupture stresses were shown by LBA and NLBA materials (23 and 21 MPa, respectively). Comparing LBA and NLBA materials at 50 and 70°C, it is clear that, only the NLBA material maintained a fine performance, sustaining at both temperatures, a considerable rupture stress and a high ultimate strain (~50% at 50°C and, ~100% at 70°C). At 70°C, LBA copolymer presents the lowest rupture stress, although its ultimate strain is 240%. In Table 2 , the values for Young's modulus (E) and toughness (area under the stress-strain curve), corresponding to samples tested at different temperatures can be observed. There, PS and T-S materials present high modulus and very low toughness at all temperatures. At 25°C, the general trend among the GCC materials is that, the copolymers with low modulus present high deformation and toughness [ Table 2 and Figure 5(a) ]. At 50°C [ Table 2 and Figure 5(b) ], it can be observed that, in all GCC materials the modulus decreased more than 50% (with respect to the values at 25°C) and all of them present high toughness (being the LSLBA material the one with the highest toughness value at 25 and 50°C). At 70°C [ Table 2 and Figure 5(c) ], the decrease in modulus and toughness (due to the temperature effect) is evident for all copolymers; although, the NLBA material retains 50% of its modulus at 50°C, and a relatively high toughness value. The capability to increase toughness in a significant magnitude, while maintaining high values of modulus, was shown years ago in polymer blends containing a spatial gradient [2, 3, 26] . In general terms, the synergic performance of our GCC materials containing a high percentage of the stiffening component confirms that, a gradual change in copolymer composition from one monomer to the other (i.e. systems containing copolymer chains rich in S as well as copolymer chains rich in BA) contributes to optimize the contribution of each comonomer.
For the global mechanical performance, an outstanding behaviour can be stated for the NLBA material; as copolymer, it presented: a) high modulus (at 25°C, only 27% less than T-S), b) high yield stress (at 25°C, only 27% less than the rupture stress of PS, but 8% higher than the T-S ultimate stress), c) the highest toughness at 70°C and, d) the highest thermal retention for E, G' and G" among GCC materials. The above mentioned advantages are in agreement with the highest energy dissipation capacity that it exhibited (the highest Izod impact strength and LA values).The remarkable static performance is reinforced with high G' values (only slightly surpassed by the LBA copolymer up to ~60°C). As expected, considering the stressstrain and dynamic results, there is a general correspondence among the relative performances of the tested materials.
Tab. 2.
Young's modulus and toughness at different temperatures for: PS, T-S and GCC materials. Crosshead speed: 0.0083 cm/s. For codes, see Figure 1 . 
Conclusions
Moderate and even small variations in feeding profiles used to synthesize GCC materials, affect the composition of the chains formed throughout the reactions; consequently, the correspondent WCD is modified. Minor variations in the respective WCD originate significant changes in the mechanical performance within the tested temperature interval. The energy dissipation capacities of two-component materials show a direct relationship with their Izod impact strengths; in that correlation, the lowest values pertain to the T-S material. Some of the GCC materials are able to retain significant Young's modulus as temperature increases, showing plastic deformation even at room temperature (regardless of the comparatively high styrene content), while the T-S polymer shows brittle behaviour in the 25-70°C temperature interval. Among the tested GCC materials, the best overall mechanical performance was obtained with the NLBA material; although at room temperature, the LBA material presented the highest moduli, which can be useful in some specific applications. Due to their high styrene content, the field of applications of these GCC materials covers the use for toughened plastics, as well as, moderately rigid polymers, possessing high damping capacity for sound and vibration. Their high loss modulus values in a wide temperature interval (especially NLBA and LBA materials) make them suitable for extensional and constrained damping applications [27] .
The interrelation between feeding profiles and the resulting WCDs, guides the selection of appropriate reaction conditions to search for specific properties, because the WCD clarifies the differences in mechanical behaviour of copolymers. By that interrelation, this methodology arises as a powerful tool to obtain tailor made materials, which could be applied in industrial production.
Experimental part

Materials
Styrene (S) and butyl acrylate (BA) monomers (both from Sigma Aldrich, purity > 99%), were deinhibited with ionic exchange resins; methyl ester hydroquinone remover was used for BA, and 4-tert-butylcathechol remover was used for S. As surfactant, sodium dodecylsulfate (SDS; Aldrich, purity > 98%) was used as acquired. Potassium persulfate was used as initiator (KPS; Aldrich, purity > 98 %). Sodium bicarbonate was used to buffer pH changes induced by initiator decomposition (NaHCO 3 ; Arm and Hammer). Distilled water was used for every polymerization reaction. In all polymerizations, nitrogen gas was used to purge the reaction system.
Seed Synthesis
PS seed was obtained by batch emulsion polymerization. Polymerization recipe is shown in Table 3 . Seed synthesis was carried out at 70°C in a 4 L glass reactor, stirring the system at 400 rpm; to assure high conversion (followed by gravimetry), reaction times > 12 h were used. The seed latex contained 20 wt % of polystyrene.
Two-Stage Polymer (T-S)
The two-stage polymer was obtained adding to a 4 L glass reactor the required amount of PS seed; polymerization recipe is shown in Table 3 . Then, the second stage monomer (BA) was quickly added to such reactor at room temperature, while stirring at 400 rpm; the BA/PS weight ratio was 30/70. Before the addition of the required amount of the other components (emulsifier, initiator and NaHCO 3 ; as indicated in Table 3 ), the whole system was heated up to 70°C. The reaction time was > 12 h. 
GCC materials
Five different GCC materials were obtained by means of seeded semicontinuous emulsion processes, where the comonomer flows were varied during the predefined feeding time (2h), following linear (with different slopes) or parabolic profiles. The respective profiles follow the next schemes [ Figure 1 (a)-1(e)] : a) linear variation (L), following a decreasing profile for S and an increasing one for BA with different slopes (LS, LBA and LSLBA materials), b) non-linear variation (NL) of S, following a parabolic decrease for S and a linear increase for BA (NLS) and, c) non-linear variation of BA, with a linear decrease for S and a parabolic increase for BA (NLBA).
The polymer content at the end of each reaction was 20 wt%. As in T-S material, for the GCC materials, the S/BA global weight ratio was 70/30 (the global polymerization recipes can be seen in Table 3 ). For the synthesis of GCC materials, the reactor and reaction conditions used for the T-S polymer synthesis were also used. At the start of each copolymerization reaction, the reactor was charged with the required amount of seed latex to feed 50 g of PS, and the distilled water needed to complete 1600 g of total load. Then, 10 sequential "comonomer feeding stages" of 12 minutes each one were implemented. At the beginning of each stage, an aqueous solution containing 45 g of distilled water, and the required amounts of KPS, SDS and, NaHCO 3 were added as a batch to the reaction system. In each stage, the amount added of each salt was the one corresponding to 2% of the total mass of comonomers to be added in the correspondent stage. The feeding flow was modified at the start of each stage, and pumped to the reactor at constant flow rate during the stage.
Characterization
For the characterization of each GCC material, 7 samples were extracted from the reactor at predetermined reaction times; their respective global styrene contents (SC) were measured by 1 H-NMR (Varian Gemini 2000; samples were diluted in deuterated chloroform; the polymer concentration was approximately 35 mg/mL), and their conversion values (X) were followed gravimetrically. Number-average molecular weight of all polymeric materials was determined using size exclusion chromatography (SEC). For such determination, a Perkin Elmer chromatograph Series 410, equipped with an LC-30 refractive index detector and coupled with a Light Scattering Unit from Wyatt Technologies was used; for SEC separation, an HPLC column with mixed bed (500 mm of length) was utilized, using tetrahydrofuran as carrier, maintaining a flow rate of 1 ml/min. All latexes were dried by evaporation at room temperature; the collected polymers were used to prepare samples by compression moulding, using a 15 minutes process at 190°C and 200 bar (Schwabenthan polystat 200T). Mechanodynamical tests were carried out as a function of temperature (DMA, ASTM D-5023, three point bending clamp, 1 Hz, heating rate: 1°C/min; TA Instruments Q800). Izod impact tests were performed following ASTM D-256 (Ceast 6545). Stress-strain measurements were performed at 25, 50, and 70°C (ASTM D638, samples Type IV, crosshead speed: 0.0083 cm/s; Universal testing machine SFM10, equipped with temperature chamber).
Composition Histograms
The experimental SC and X values were correlated by means of a third-order polynomial (P 3th ), using the least squares method. Thus, the instantaneous composition of the chains produced throughout the reaction was calculated, by the application of the correspondent mass balances and the following considerations: a) if X=0%, then SC=100%, b) all the chains produced inside of a particular conversion interval have the same SC, which is calculated with the P 3th (in this work, conversion intervals of 0.5% were used), c) the mass balances must be fulfilled in all intervals and, d) since in all reactions an incomplete conversion occurred (i.e. 91-96%), the polymerizations were simulated only up to the respective experimental final conversion value. The instantaneous composition values obtained with the last procedure were used to calculate the copolymer mass having a composition inside a particular interval, which allows the elaboration of a histogram representing the WCD; in this case, the histograms were calculated for 20 composition intervals.
